
During the mobility I learnt a lot about spending 

time in nature, preparing food outdoors, burning a 

fire and more. I have met many people and have 

learnt things I will be able to use later on in life.  

Nejc Juntes 
 

The mobility wasn't just about learning but also 

about meeting people and finding out about the 

differences between Nordic countries and the rest 

of Europe. Children are taught respect and trust 

from an early age. As a photographer I find 

Norwegian landscape downright amazing.  

Nace Gosnik 
 

Training in Norway was fantastic and just about 

the best experience I have ever had. My favourite 

part were outdoor activities such as hiking, 

exploring the landscape and more.  

Bor Klančar  
 

I loved the wonderful landscape with numerous 

waterfalls. I believe each of us developed some 

new insights and returned home with a new view 

of the world.  

Tjaž Zorman 
 

The exchange was a unique experience as I was 

able to visit a distant and different country as part 

of my school curriculum. I liked learning about 

Norwegian history, the architecture of towns and 

their unique food.  

Timon Malnar 
 

The training was a lot of fun and very useful, too. 

I will remember the trip forever, mostly the 

unspoilt nature, kind people and hanging out with 

the students.  

Tjaša Novak 
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Between 20th October and 1st November 2019 

six students and two teachers took part in a 

traineeship mobility at the Voss 

Jordbruksskule in Norway.  

 

 

The students took part in a number of outdoor 

activities such as taking care of animals, 

preparing food outdoors, using navigation 

equipment and more. We learnt a great deal.  
The views were amazing. Perhaps most so on 

the field trip to the Hardangervidda Natursenter 

where we saw waterfalls and beautiful mountains 

sprinkled with herds of reindeer. 

Norwegian education system is slightly 
different from ours. Emphasis is placed on 
outdoor activities such as hiking, mountain 
climbing, rafting, fishing, hunting, skiing and 
alike.  

During their time at school the students take 

part in several camps and expeditions, which 

are organised by themselves and of course 

their teachers. Pre-school children in 

kindergartens are involved in a lot of outdoor 

activities as well, they are taught how to 

spend time outside and survive in nature 

from an early age. 

We were thrilled about the programme of our 

mobility. We enjoyed meeting the students 

and staff at the Norwegian school but mostly 

their approach to teaching and learning.  

 

 
Students: 
Nejc Juntes, Bor Klančar, Nace Gosnik, Tjaž 
Zorman, Tjaša Novak in Timon Malnar 
Teachers: 
Tadeja Polajnar, Rok Miščevič  

 

We loved the way of learning in Voss 
Jordbruksskule as the students spend a lot of 
time in nature, outside the school building. The 
most memorable part of our experience were 
long hikes that included hunting, campfires, 
preparing meals and playing various games.  


